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These comics offer a glimpse into the experiences of people of ethnic Chinese 
background who lived through the Covid-19 pandemic in Aotearoa New Zealand. 
While the characters and storylines are fictionalised, they take inspiration from 
the real-life experiences of the participants who were interviewed between May 
2020 and early 2021 as part of Te Papa’s Making Histories Covid-19 project.
Among the interviewees were third-generation Cantonese Chinese New 
Zealanders, international students from Wuhan, people of Taiwanese and 
Singaporean Chinese backgrounds, senior citizens, single mothers, and 
business owners. Added to the participants’ voices here are my own, and those 
of the two talented illustrators who helped bring these stories to life: MZ and 
Chloe de la Lune. In our interviews and conversations together, we traversed 
much honest and wide-ranging territory, from teddy bears and lockdown crafts 
to anti-Chinese racism.
These comics do not represent ‘typical’ or ‘representative’ Chinese New Zealand 
stories. Rather, they incorporate highlights drawn from the interviews and 
subsequent comic collaborations in what we hope is an engaging and safe 
manner, enabling interviewees who wished to remain anonymous to do so.
We hope these comics offer rich food for discussion and add to our collective 
memory of this historic moment in time.
Kám-siā 感謝 
Grace Gassin (Lîm Sò-chin 林素真)













Xinyi has left the chat. 

Monday 6th April 2020
dunedin, new zealand

It’s been almost two weeks 
since Aotearoa first went into 
Lockdown…

…and I have not 
stepped outside of 
my home since then.

M: “How are 
your studies 
Xinyi?”

…How are you 
and the family 
doing in Wuhan, 
mum?”

M: “I Hope it will 
get better for you 
as time goes 
on…and you don’t 
need to worry too 
much about us... 

“We managed to buy some 
food and masks from the 
group purchases in online 
chats. We think Uncle just 
got a cold, it’s not covid.  
He is getting better.”

X: “That’s so good to 
hear. My friend’s parents 
and grandparents 
weren’t so lucky… 
they’ve all passed away 
from Covid...”

“...I don’t know what I 
would do if I was in 
their situation, to be 
honest, but I just tried 
to be there for them.”

X: “They are ok, 
but it’s all online 
now and I find it’s 
harder doing it 
this way.

It’s all the Wuhan people’s 
fault for spreading the virus 
around China.

Ugh… 
I knew they were trouble…

And did you hear about the African guy 
who attacked that nurse in Guangzhou 
recently? The guy refused to follow 
quarantine regulations.

I know right? So selfish of them. They 
were ticking timebombs. Why did they have 
to leave Wuhan right before their city 
lockdown? They should have just died in 
Wuhan alone instead of dragging every-
one else around the world with them.

xinyi’s friend group

‘the worlds i live in’ - xinyi’s story





The first time I left the 
house was to go to the   
supermarket...

how long 
have you been 
waiting?

how long
...have you...

Oh!!
nevermind!

sorry 
what?

Am I the only Asian- 
looking person here, is 
that why I can sense that 
they are looking at me?” 

Will they say 
something racist 
to me? 

Ugh I just want to 
get this over and 
done with... 

Now what is it that I 
have to buy?



Oh apples! we’ve        
run out of those…

Just look carefully first, 
Xinyi. don’t pick the apples 
with your hands...           
otherwise someone will 
say something…

dang! 
it’s rotten!

I just have to 
take it, because I 
can’t put it back 
now… I’ve already 
touched it. 

Just gotta accept 
it for what it is,    
I guess. Can still 
eat the good bit.



wow so it’s just like what my 
friend told me… people have been 
buying out bread and flour.

and why do people 
like to hoard toilet 
paper? So weird…

I’d better check out 
my own groceries. 

Kia ora,          
let me help you 
with that...

beep!

crash!

oh no!

oh...
...



Oh did you realise one 
of your apples was 
rotten? I can go   
and get a new one 
for you.

okay... I’ll be 
right back!

Thank you 
for the new 
apple, jay!

no worries! 
take care!

...and I can see that 
there is still kindness 
all around me.

Everyone is different...

What a nice guy. It’s super 
busy... but he still went 
the extra mile to bring   
me a new apple...

Maybe I shouldn’t 
assume the worst in 
people because of the 
racist incidents I read 
about.

How beautiful...

...if my mother and 
sister were here 
I’m sure they 
would love it.



“...The colours of the 
yarn remind me of the 
T-shirt I gave you...”

M: “That’s so 
beautiful! 
Kiwis are so 
creative... 
makes me feel 
inspired to pick 
up my knitting 
again.”again.”

Thanks for 
doing the     
grocery    
shopping  
today! 

how did it go? i know 
you were a bit nervous. 
if we weren’t in level 4,    
i would have gone with 
you!

“...When you wear it, 
you light up the 
room with your 
beautiful colours.” 

“I Would love to   
see you wear it   
again sometime.”

Yeah, it was alright! 
good for me to get out of the 
house and get some fresh air.    
I needed a break from the       
computer anyway. 

x: “Of course, 
mum…”

…I want to share it 
with the world.

ping!

click!
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‘the food of the people’ - james’s story

What are 
we going 
to have for 
lunch today, 
Gong Gong?

Can we have 
Ha Gau Siu Mai? 

No, my dear 
Kei Kei...

...We can’t have 
Yum Cha foods 
because the Yum 
cha restaurant 
is closed during 
lockdown.

James looked up from 
his latest Sudoku puzzle 
to see two wide eyes 
staring intently at him.

Maybe we can give some of the 
yum cha recipes from my online 
cooking group a try! Mum and grandma’s cooking 

group connects people from 
their ancestral home village. 
They found it by accident while 
surfing the net during lock-
down and now they’re hooked!

oh?!



Ba Ba, We are running 
low on veggies, are we 
getting some soon?

Oh, I didn’t know that the 
local shop does delivery 
now... guess moving online    
is pretty crucial for keeping 
the business going in these 
covid times… 

Oooh yum I love lo Mai 
Gai! Will it taste like it’s 
made in a restaurant?

Kei Kei, you know what 
would go really well 
with lo Mai Gai?

Why, of course it will, your 
mum is the best cook in the 
house! As good as Nadia Lim!

Haha yes sure. well, if it ends up 
yummy we will forget about 
that other time you try to make 
a Cha siu bao!

Chan Pei Hung Dau Saa!
we use this homemade chan 
pei in the red bean soup.

Hey that’s not fair, I was simply 
following Aunty Choi’s recipe! 
Maybe I was just a little too 
generous when I added “a pinch 
of salt” and “a handful of 
baking powder”...

one of the Chinese   
restaurants we   
like to visit has 
switched to selling       
dumplings online, 
and it sounds like 
they’re doing 
pretty well!pretty well!

Shall we try to 
make this recipe 
together?

For all its 
downsides, 
the online 
world can 
be pretty 
wonderful!

I’m getting a delivery 
from our local fruit 
& veg shop in the     
afternoon.

Oh really? 
That’s a      
smart move.



Kei Kei, did you know 
these mandarin peels 
were made decades 
ago using your great 
grandma’s chan pei 
recipe...

…And we still use 
them in our desserts, 
steamed food and 
cooking...

...And If you have a 
sore throat or a 
cough, just put it in 
some boiling water 
and drink it, and you 
will feel better!

yes and that is 
why they taste 
so good!

mum, If I could 
meet her, I would 
tell her how much 
I love her chan pei!
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Do you girls want 
to take a break 
from your screens... 

Wow I’ve never seen those 
photos before, Gong Gong! 
They look super old. I didn’t 
even know they had cameras 
back then.

kei kei, This is 
your great 
great grandma!

This photo here was 
taken in Auckland, 1979… 

Oh! And where 
did she live?

Hey wait dad, 
can you turn 
back a page?

I feel like I have 
seen this photo 
before...

somewhere…

Guangzhou.

Great idea! 
let’s have a 
look together.

...and look at 
some photos 
with me?



oh!!

kei kei...
this is my grandpa!

I found it one day when 
I was having a look at 
the photo collection 
on the Te Papa website. 

Maybe you should 
get in touch with 
Te Papa about this 
photo to give them 
more information 
about your
grandpa!

In that moment, 
James felt 
blessed. 
Despite all its Despite all its 
challenges, 
lockdown had 
given him this 
special moment 
with his family.

He probably 
wouldn’t like 
to be known as    
‘unidentified 
man’.

Yaaay yes 
that’s so cool, 
mum!

Yes I’ll send them 
a message... look   
here is the link*!

Your dad went to a 
‘Friends of Te Papa’ talk     
a few months ago about 
the Berry Photographic 
Collection and unidentified 
photos at Te Papa. 

I’ve had more time lately 
to browse the internet 
for fun. I’ve always 
wanted to learn about 
our history in Aotearoa 
as a 3rd gen chinese     
new zealander.

Omg yes it’s the same 
person! How did you 
find this photo, mum?

*https://www.tepapa.govt.nz/about/contact-us/general-enquiries#feedback 
* tepapa.nz/GeneralEnquiries



Alright, Hoi Ting and 
Kei Kei! time for me to 
go deliver some 
Chinese veggies and 
fruit to Uncle Cheung.

Haha thanks, but I 
actually got a good 
chuckle out of it and I 
think Uncle Cheung will 
too!

(Uncle Cheung, 
I am here!)

On his way home, James reflects on a day filled 
with unexpected moments of connection…
what will tomorrow bring? 

(Thank you, you’re a 
good man Chiu Wai.)

(You’re welcome. 
Take care!)

多謝你呀， 你真係            
好人，朝偉. 

張叔 我到啦!

唔使客氣！你保重呀！

Don’t show him that article from 
Aunty Lin about putting ginger in 
your pocket to ward off Covid. 
He might get the wrong idea!

Uncle Cheung lives Uncle Cheung lives 
alone and doesn’t 
know how to 
order groceries 
online, so James’ 
weekly fruit and 
veggie deliveries 
have been helping 
keep him safe from 
Covid.



MZ
‘Return Home’ / ‘Awakened’

MZ is a diasporic Chinese artist who works with traditional media such as ink, gouache, 
brush pen, and watercolour. More recently, they have been experimenting with digital art. 
Their work has been featured in the We Are Beneficiaries project, Out Loud Aotearoa, New 

Sociology, Three Words comic book, and Mellow Yellow zines. They are a co-editor of the blog 
Te Tangi A Te Ruru (the Cry of the Ruru) with Kassie Hartendorp, which features voices of 
Indigenous writers and people of colour who are signalling warnings in a time of colonial 

capitalism and calling for otherworlds to be birthed.

@fufighterarts



Chloe de la Lune
‘The Worlds I Live In’ / ‘The Food of the People’

Chloe is an illustrator and portrait artist based in Auckland. She loves to tell stories about 
people with a fantasy twist to intrigue and connect with the viewer. Her inspiration comes 

from nature, animals, and the art of the Pre-Raphaelites. Her art is created with traditional 
and digital media such as oils, Photoshop, and the Procreate app.

@chloedelalune 
chloedelalune.com



tepapa.nz/MakingHistories


